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theater
of the
imagination
At the Wintergarten Berlin theater,
custom glass spheres hang in
the restroom’s lounge.
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Opposite: Stone and glass mosaics tile the floor
of the lounge.
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Clockwise from top left: Fiona Bennett is
reflected in the etched mirror of a door to the
women’s restroom. Velvet covers the lounge’s
custom ottomans. Custom door handles for the
women’s restroom are coated brass. Lacquered
plywood arches separate the women’s stalls.
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A fixture of the vibrant arts scene in Germany’s capital, what’s now
known as the Wintergarten Berlin opened in the 19th century and survived the decadent 1920’s before being destroyed by a World War II
bombing raid, eventually reopening in 1992. Since then, the theater
has continued to draw performers of all stripes. It has also attracted
design talent. Operating as Bennett & Böhme, Fiona Bennett and HansJoachim Böhme—whose first collaboration was the Fiona Bennett millinery shop that they own and operate together, right across the street
from the Wintergarten—have now expanded from fashion to interiors
with a reinvention of the theater’s basement, home to the restrooms.
Bennett and Böhme jumped at the chance to reconceive the 3,000
square feet, already built out by Meyer-Rogge + Kutsche Architektur,
as an immersive art installation.
“No standard white tile or fluorescent lighting,” Böhme says.
Bennett adds, “Behind all of it
lies the concept of infusing a
functional space with grace
and poetry.”
The first flush of excitement,
so to speak, is a white marble
staircase that sweeps down
from the theater lobby to a
lounge. Plush red button-tufted
velvet-covered ottomans are
scattered about the mosaic tile
flooring, flashing hints of gold.
Overhead, clear glass spheres
are suspended from a ceiling
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Coated steel
leaves top
the makeup
column.
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Clockwise from top left: Doors swing toward
the lounge, from the make-up area. Bennett
demonstrates how the latter’s custom mirrors,
controlled by a motion sensor, fill with goose
feathers. Sink fittings are brass. In the men’s
restroom, custom sinks, also brass, form a
row. Plaster covers the lounge’s structural
column.

sculpted into concentric rings around a central column.
Just as whimsical, the restrooms proper feature separate
concepts for each sex. Ladies first proceed to a makeup area.
Here, rounded mirrors sprout from a column crowned with coppery leaves, while sinks line two walls. Step in front of the sinks,
and the mirrors above come alive with
goose feathers blowing around
your reflection—a surprising and
fanciful feature. A corridor framed
by asymmetrical black arches then
gives access the women’s 12 stalls.
On the men’s side, blue sets an “underwater” tone, and lighting magnifies
the shadow play, with giant tropicallooking foliage outlined on the wall.
“People should not have to leave
the wonder and enchantment of
the performances upstairs,” Böhme
explains. In the Wintergarten’s basement, the show goes on.
—Jonah Flicker

FROM FRONT NEO/CRAFT: CUSTOM SPHERES
(LOUNGE). THROUGH A. HAUSSMANN THEATER
BEDARF: CEILING COATING. POLSTEREI & GALERIE
JÜRGEN NOWEL: CUSTOM OTTOMANS (LOUNGE,
MAKEUP). THOMAS BISCHOFF GLASEREI: CUSTOM
MIRRORS (MAKEUP). VITRA BAD: SINKS. VOLA:
SINK FITTINGS (MAKEUP, MEN’S). PHILIP WATTS
DESIGN: CUSTOM SINKS (MEN’S). THROUGHOUT
COSMOMUSIVO MOSAIK TEICHERT UND
FORNASARI: TILEWORK.
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